Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) reside in the bone marrow within discrete niches defined by a complex milieu of external signals including biophysical cues, bound and diffusible biomolecules, and heterotypic cell-cell interactions. Recent studies have shown the importance of autocrinemediated feedback of cell-secreted signals and the interplay between matrix architecture and biochemical diffusion on hematopoietic stem cell activity. Autocrine and paracrine signaling from HSCs and niche-associated mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) have both been suggested to support HSC maintenance in vivo and in vitro. Here we report the development of a library of methacrylamide-functionalized gelatin (GelMA) hydrogels to explore the balance between autocrine feedback and paracrine signals from co-encapsulated murine bone marrow MSCs on murine HSCs. The use of a degradable GelMA hydrogel enables the possibility for significant MSC-mediated remodeling, yielding dynamic shifts in the matrix environment surrounding HSCs.
Introduction
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) possess the capacity for self-renewal and can repopulate the body's entire complement of blood and immune cells through a highly regulated differentiation hierarchy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Following development, HSCs lodge primarily in the bone marrow in unique tissue microenvironments termed niches. The niche provides a constellation of extrinsic signals in the form of biophysical cues, biomolecular gradients, and co-inhabiting niche cells that together promote quiescence, self-renewal, and lineage specification of HSCs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Due to their multilineage potential, HSC transplants (HSCTs) are a valuable clinical tool for the treatment of a range of blood and immune disorders [11] . However, clinical use of HSCTs has been hindered by disruption of the native niche in vivo, resulting in a loss of normal hemostasis during transplantation and a loss in HSC potential [12] . The impact of HSC transplants may be increased if in vitro tools were available to promote HSC homeostasis, leading to potentially improved expansion or preconditioning to facilitate better homing and engraftment of transplanted donor HSCs. A potential route to such a clinically relevant transplant tool is the development of biomaterial culture systems that are able to provide the correct sequence of signals to enhance HSC expansion in vitro. While exact replication of the native niche is prohibitively complex due to its transient nature, heterogeneity, and coupling of external factors, insight from the native niche can inform the development of a synthetic culture platform that mediates HSC response [13] .
Knockout (depletion) and proximity principal (localization) models, both in vivo and in vitro, have been used to elucidate a range of triggers present in the microenvironment that maintain HSC hematopoietic activity [14] . More recently, tissue engineering approaches have begun to identify critical biomaterial design parameters inspired by native niche signals for ex vivo HSC culture.
For example, the native bone marrow niche presents complex patterns of ligands such as laminins and fibronectin [15, 16] as well as an effective Young's modulus ranging from 0.25 to 24.7 kPa [17] . Matrix biophysical cues such as elasticity and substrate stiffness can significantly influence HSC expansion and migration, with elastic substrates functionalized with fibronectin shown to induce ex vivo expansion of HSC progenitor populations [1-3, 18, 19] . Beyond the extracellular matrix features of the niche, HSCs are surrounded by cellular components within the bone marrow. Niche-associated cells can exert an influence on HSC activity via cadherin interactions, as well as secreted biomolecular factors [20, 21] . In the native niche, the structure of the ECM modulates biotransport of secreted factors via presentation of transient binding motifs (e.g. proteoglycans) and via steric hindrance to diffusive and advective mass transport [22] [23] [24] [25] . Engineering approaches have explored the use of cadherin signaling to influence hematopoietic cell activity [26] and modulate autocrine feedback of monolithic HSC cultures [27] . Additionally, biomaterial design of an artificial niche offers the opportunity to regulate the transport of biomolecular signals in heterotypic cultures, and engineer HSC-generated autocrine feedback and niche cell paracrine signals. In a tight matrix, with a small mesh size and low diffusivity, HSCs may experience a small radius of communication, as cell-cell communication is hindered by steric and electrostatic interactions with the matrix, enforcing a mostly autocrine feedback-rich environment. Alternatively, in a loose matrix, with a large mesh size, HSCs have a larger radius of communication, allowing for possible paracrine signaling. Recently, Pompe et al.
demonstrated that the culture of HSCs microcavities as either single HSCs or pairs led to differential signaling, with autocrine feedback dominating quiescent HSC maintenance [28] .
Replicating aspects of this concept in a three-dimensional collagen hydrogel system, we recently showed the ability to maintain early progenitor HSC populations in autocrine-dominated environments with low diffusivity [29] .
Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are found throughout the marrow cavity and are believed to play a pivotal role in HSC homeostasis. Predominantly co-localized with HSCs, they influence hematopoietic activity in the perivascular regions and the central marrow [30, 31] . Here, paracrine signaling from proximal MSCs mediate HSC activation and quiescence through production of factors such as CXCL12 [32] , IL-6 [33, 34] , and TPO [35] that regulate HSC activity via diffusive signaling and direct cell-cell contact [6, 28, 31, [36] [37] [38] [39] . While co-cultures of HSCs and MSCs within a hydrogel matrix offer the opportunity to identify heterotypic cultures that support HSC quiescence or self-renewal, such studies are significantly complicated by the dynamic reciprocity between inhabiting cells and the surrounding matrix. Notably, while the matrix can impart cues to inhabiting cells, many cells are also equipped to remodel the matrix [40, 41] , leading to a dynamic feedback loop. Specifically, MSCs play a significant role in the dynamic remodeling of the ECM through deposition of proteins and enzymatically cleavable motifs within the matrix [42, 43] . Additionally, through adhesion contacts, MSCs create strain Figure 1 . Hematopoietic cell-cell interactions in a dynamic biomaterial landscape. A) Hematopoietic lineage hierarchy. Long-term repopulating HSCs and Short-term repopulating HSCs are grouped as a singular HSC population. HSCs and Multipotent Progenitors comprise the HSC progenitor, HSCPs, population. Common Myeloid Progenitors and Lin+ cells make up the Terminal cell population. B) Autocrine and paracrine signaling can be tuned by adjusting seeding density and altering biotransport properties. In an HSC-only culture, an increase in mesh size leads to a diffusive regime that increases paracrine signaling. In an HSC-MSC co-culture, small mesh constrains secreted biomolecules and leads to a mostly autocrine signaling. However, as mesh size is increased, autocrine feedback is reduced and paracrine signaling begins to dominate cell-cell interactions gradients and deformation in the local environment, the so-called peri-cellular region [43] . And as the matrix is altered, the domains of autocrine feedback and paracrine signaling will themselves be affected, shifting the biomaterial landscape and the kinetics of cell-cell and cellmatrix interactions. Exactly how the dynamic reciprocity between cells and matrix influences HSC behavior remains largely unexplored, and offers an exciting opportunity for biomaterial development and characterization.
The objective of this study was to examine the effect of MSC co-culture on HSC differentiation patterns within a three-dimensional gelatin hydrogel under development as a HSC niche analog.
Here, we examined not only the influence of initial hydrogel properties on HSC activity but also the integrated influence of MSC-mediated paracrine signals and matrix remodeling on HSC lineage regulation. We created a library of photopolymerized methacrylamide-functionalized gelatin (GelMA) hydrogels with defined initial mechanical and biotransport properties that spanned a range of marrow-inspired properties. Murine HSCs were cultured in a homologous series of GelMA hydrogels in the presence or absence of increasing concentrations of murine bone marrow derived MSCs ( Fig. 1) . We subsequently examined the activation of remodeling associated genes in MSCs, the extent of GelMA matrix remodeling via mechanical analyses, and the influence of heterotypic MSC-HSC culture on HSC self-renewal and myeloid lineage specification.
Materials and Methods

Material characterization
GelMA synthesis and hydrogel fabrication
Porcine Type A gelatin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was functionalized along its backbone with pendulant methacrylamide groups following a previously described protocol [44, 45] . In brief, methacrylate anhydride (MA) was added dropwise to a solution of gelatin in PBS before quenching in excess PBS, purification via dialysis, and lyophilization. The ratio of gelatin to MA was tuned to control the degree of functionalization (35%, 50%, 85% DOF; quantified by H 1 NMR) [45] . Methacrylamide-functionalized gelatin (GelMA) hydrogel variants were subsequently formed from 20µL of GelMA precursor suspension mixed with a lithium acylphosphinate (LAP) photoinitiator (PI) in circular Teflon molds (5mm dia.) exposed to 7.14 mW/cm 2 UV light for 30 seconds. After crosslinking, hydrogels were immediately hydrated in PBS [46, 47] .
Determination of poroelastic properties
A library of 18 acellular hydrogels were fabricated from 35, 50, and 85% DOF GelMA at 4, 5, and 7.5% (w/v) GelMA, with 0.05 or 0.1% (w/v) PI. The Young's modulus of the complete library of hydrogels was determined using an Instron 5943 mechanical tester in unconfined compression (Instron, Norwood, MA). Briefly, a preload was applied to each sample at a rate of 0.05 N/min until a load of 0.005 N was reached. Then compression at a rate of 0.1mm/min was applied until 20% compression was reached. The Young's modulus was taken as the slope of the linear fit applied to 10% of the compressive stress vs. compressive strain data using Origin Statistical Software (Northampton, MA) [48, 49] . An offset of 0 or 5% strain was applied prior to linear fit analysis to confirm that the compression platen was completely in contact with the hydrogel surface. The elastic moduli of cellular hydrogels containing 1:1 or 1:10 MSCs (1x10 5 or 1x10 6 MSCs/mL; experimental description below) were traced over seven days in culture, using the same compression protocol. After mechanical analysis, MSC-seeded hydrogels were immediately put on dry ice and stored at -80°C for subsequent gene expression analyses.
Stress-relaxation indentation tests were performed on acellular hydrogels specimens using MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research, Goleta, CA), with a 4.5µm spherical tip (Novascan, Ames, IA). The generated force curve was used to extract out the shear modulus and diffusion coefficient of water. Specimens were indented to 0.5, 1, or 2µm as rapidly as possible to approximate instantaneous compression, and held for a test time of 5 seconds. This process has been described elsewhere, but in brief, the instantaneous force was normalized to the far-field force and fitted to a finite element analysis formula by modulating the characteristic time and material properties (shear modulus, diffusion) [50] [51] [52] [53] .
Mesh size estimate
The mesh size of the hydrogel library was determined from the swelling ratios of the hydrogels [54] [55] [56] . The mesh size is a function of the volume fraction and the mean-squared end-to-end distance of the polymer chain.
In determining material parameters it was assumed that the gelatin chains were long enough to neglect chain-end effects. It was also assumed that the molecular weight of the repeat unit, , was the averaged molecular weight of the amino acid composition. Amino Acid Analysis was performed at the UC Davis Genome Center with a Hitachi L-8900 (Li-based) analyzer. The mass swelling ratio of a hydrogel is determined by the ratio of the dry to wet weight. The swelling ratio was determined for hydrogels in a relaxed and equilibrium state, immediately following crosslinking or after 24hrs in PBS respectively. At each time, hydrogels were weighed wet, and then weighed again after lyophilization. The mass swelling ratio was then transformed to volumetric swelling ratio following the equation below, and using the solvent density ( (2)
From this, the volume fraction of polymer is calculated as:
The molecular weight between crosslinks, , was estimated by using the well-known Flory-Rehner equation adapted by Bray and Merrill for use in polymers crosslinked in solvent [55, 61] .
The applicability of the modified equation for specific concentration regimes was confirmed by Peppas and Merrill [54] . The is a function of material properties such as the molar weight of the solvent, 1 , the specific volume of the polymer, ̅ , and the solvent-polymer interaction, 1 , also known as Flory's Chi parameter. It is also a function of the system parameters such as the volume fraction of the polymer in its relaxed state and in the equilibrium state, 2 and 2 , and the number average molecular weight before crosslinking, . 
Mesenchymal stromal cell isolation
Murine MSCs were isolated from the femur and tibia bones used for HSPC extraction. Following gentle crushing with a pestle and mortar, MSCs were isolated from bone following commercially available defined protocols of MesenCult™ Proliferation Kit with MesenPure™ (#05512 Stemcell Technologies, CA). The MSCs were cultured in one T25 flask per mouse, and allowed to expand for two weeks prior to collection (zero passage), with a half-media change after one week. Nonadherent cells were washed away and only the adherent cells were collected after trypsinization with Gibco TrypLE (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Cells were collected on ice and immediately used.
Hematopoietic stem cell culture in GelMA hydrogel in the presence of MSCs
Single culture HSCPs were encapsulated in GelMA hydrogels at a density of 1x10 5 [72, 73] , and lineage-specified Common Myeloid Progenitors (CMPs: Linc-kit + Sca1 -CD34 + CD16/32 -) [73] , [65, [74] [75] [76] . Individual cell populations are reported as percentages of the total hematopoietic cell population in each culture, with Terminal cells classified as remaining hematopoietic cells that were not part of the LSK fraction. For the purpose of some cell population analyses, LT-HSC and ST-HSC were grouped together as a singular HSC population.
Analysis of HSC differentiation patterns
Analysis of MSC mediated-remodeling profiles
Subsequently, matrix remodeling associated gene expression profiles were examined for MSCseeded hydrogel specimens via QuantiStudio 7 Flex real-time PCR (Applied Biosystems). Frozen hydrogels isolated at days 0, 1, 4, and 7 during culture were crushed using a pestle, with mRNA extracted using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). mRNA to cDNA was accomplished using the QuantiTect Rev. Transcription kit (Qiagen), and prepped for RT-PCR using PIPETMAX (Gilson, Middleton, WI). The CT of each gene/sample was performed in duplicate. Results were analyzed using the comparative CT method (2 -ΔΔCT ). Primer specificity and efficiency were validated prior to comparative CT analysis [77] . Matrix deposition genes examined were collagen, type I, alpha 1 (Col1a1), and tissue inhibitors of metalloprotease TIMP-1, TIMP-2, and TIMP-3.
Matrix degradation genes were the matrix metalloproteases MMP-2 and MMP-9, also known as
Gelatinase-A and Gelatinase-B [78] . Expression of the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used for housekeeping. Gene expression was first normalized to the housekeeping gene (GAPDH), and then compared against the gene expression at day 0 of each specific seeding and hydrogel condition (Fig. S4) . Primer information can be found in Table   S1 .
Statistics
All statistics were performed on a minimum of 3 replicates. Significance was tested with Origin Statistical Software using 2-way ANOVA, at a significance level of 0.05. Normality of the data was determined using the Shapiro-Wilkes test at significance 0.05 [79] , and homoscedasticity (equality of variance) determined using Levene's Test [80] . Post-hoc power analysis was used to confirm the sample size was large enough to maintain a maximum Type I error of α=0.05,
and Type II error of β=0.20 [81, 82] . Young's modulus outliers were removed using Dixon's Qtest at significance level 0.05 [83] . Means are reported with their associated standard deviations. In the comparative C T method of gene expression, the error was propagated throughout the calculations.
Results
Poroelastic characterization of GelMA hydrogels
The Young's modulus (E) of the complete library of GelMA hydrogels spanned a range of marrow mimetic values (2.67±1.39 to 32.23±10.7kPa), and showed strong dependence on GelMA wt% and, to a lesser extent, degree of functionalization (DOF) of the GelMA (Fig. S1) .
The different levels of PI (0.05, 0.1%) did not change the modulus drastically, with subsequent analyses here concentrating on the 0.1%PI condition ( Fig. 2A) . . We subsequently examined poroelastic properties of the entire library of hydrogels in terms of the shear modulus (G) and the diffusion coefficient of water (Dw). Here, the range of shear moduli spanned 0.36±0.03 to 6.05±0.50kPa (G) while water diffusion ranged from 75.86±11.84 to 211.13±51.84 μm 2 /s ( Fig. S2 and S3 ).
From this larger library of hydrogels, we selected a subset of three hydrogels (85% DOF, 0.1%PI, and 4, 5, 7.5%GelMA) that spanned a range associated with mechanical properties of the native niche: Low, Elow = 4.67±3.20; Med, Emed = 13.54±4.81; High, Ehigh = 30.06±12.35kPa
( Fig. 2A) . This subset also displayed a significant increase in the shear modulus (Glow = 0.51±0.03; Gmed = 1.74±0.22; Ghigh = 4.80±0.3kPa respectively) ( Fig. 2B) . 2C) . Hydrogel mesh sizes (ξ) inversely mirrored that of the moduli, with decreased mesh size associated with increased GelMA content: ξlow=72, ξmed=58, ξhigh=32nm (Fig. 2D) .
MSC mediated remodeling of GelMA hydrogels
We subsequently quantified MSC remodeling of the Low, Med, and High hydrogels via compressive tests as a function of time in culture (0 -7 days) and MSC seeding density (0, 1x10 5 , 1x10 6 cells/mL), with results reported as absolute values as well as normalized against the initial properties (day 0) of each variant (Fig. 3B) (Fig. 3A) .
We then examined expression of a panel of remodeling associated gene, with results displayed on a log2 color scale where upregulated genes are shown in blue, downregulated genes in red, and non-determinant values in gray. Remodeling associated genes were largely downregulated in MSCs as early as day 1, however there were a number of interesting trends across groups.
The MMP-activity repressor, tissue inhibitor of metalloprotease TIMP-1 showed modest Med, High), however this fell off by day 4 and TIMP-1 became downregulated. MMP-9 saw the largest upregulation with around 6-fold increase on day 1 across all hydrogel variants in the lowest seeding density (Fig. 4A) . The high seeding density, 1x10 6 MSCs/mL had higher MMP-9 upregulation, with 10.8±1.93 fold increase on day 1 in the Low hydrogel (Fig. 4B) . TIMP-3 was sharply downregulated, dropping to near zero-fold expression by day 1. TIMP-2 and Col1(α1) also fell to near zero by day 4, withTIMP-2 having sufficiently low yields on day 1 to be MSCs/mL) ( Fig. 4A) and 0.4-fold change (1x10 6 MSCs/mL) (Fig. 4B) by day 1.
Culture system dependent hematopoietic differentiation patterns
Analysis of the HSPC-only hydrogel culture shows an HSC population dependence on hydrogel condition: Low, Med, and High (Fig. 5B,C) . The percentage of HSCs followed an inverse trend with increasing GelMA concentration, falling from 2.85±0.67%, to 1.10±0.70%, to 0.21±0.19% in the Low, Med, and High hydrogels respectively (Fig. 5C) . Not unexpectedly, there was an associated increase in the downstream cell population patterns with the decrease in early progenitors. This was seen in the Common Myeloid Progenitors (CMP) cell population which made up 4.95±1.02% of the hematopoietic cell population in the Low hydrogel, but was significantly larger in the High hydrogel, 13.72±2.93% (Fig. 5B) . A similar trend was seen in the Terminal cell population, in which increasing GelMA content led to increasing hematopoietic Med, and High) . The largest percent of HSC is found in the High variant l at a 1:1 seeding ratio, and is significantly higher (p=0.05) than all other conditions. terminal cell population (Fig. S6) .
When HSPCs were co-cultured with MSCs there were important shifts in HSC differentiation patterns (Fig. 5) . Where previously the highest final percentage of early progenitor cells was found in the low GelMA hydrogels, the addition of MSCs in a 1:1 [HSCPs:MSCs] ratio created a reversal in that trend. The highest maintenance was found in the High hydrogel variant with HSCs comprising 11.11±3.18% of the hematopoietic population, while the fraction of remaining HSCs was significantly lower in the Med and Low variants (Fig. 5B,C) . From day 1 to day 7 this represents maintenance of 50.2%, 22.08%, and 18.50% of the initial HSC population for High, Med, and Low (Fig. 6) Fig. S6) . When HSCPs were co-cultured with a higher density of MSCs (1x10 6 MSCs/mL), at a ratio of 1:10 [HSCPs:MSC], hematopoietic differentiation towards late-stage lineage was enhanced ( Fig. 5B,C) . Not surprisingly, terminal cells made up the bulk of the hematopoietic population, representing more than 99% of the hematopoietic cells ( Fig. S6 ).
Discussion
Synthetic where the kinetics of HSC-generated autocrine feedback versus paracrine signaling from nicheassociated cells can be manipulated by the poroelastic properties of the hydrogel itself.
Recently, we described the use of a collagen hydrogel system to examine feedback between HSCs and Lin + niche cells isolated from the bone marrow in regards to HSC proliferation and myeloid lineage specification. Notably, while paracrine signals from Lin + cells induce HSC myeloid differentiation in high-diffusivity environments, diffusion-limited hydrogel environments promoted autocrine feedback and HSC maintenance [29] .
However, the hydrogel matrix that facilitates studies of the influence of autocrine feedback vs.
heterotypic paracrine signals on HSC activity may also be sensitive to cell-mediated remodeling.
In this regard, concepts of dynamic reciprocity, often employed in the context of wound remodeling or the tumor microenvironment [90, 91] , offer a novel avenue to explore the design of HSC culture platforms. Therefore, we developed a culture system that takes advantage of paracrine signaling from niche-associated mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs). Our application of a library of GelMA hydrogels that span the range of elastic moduli found within the native HSC niche [17] , as well as advanced poroelastic characterization methods [50, 52] , allows us to examine dynamic relationships between MSCs, the local matrix architecture, and autocrine versus paracrine domains. HSCPs were co-cultured with MSCs at varying ratios (1:0, 1:1, 1:10
HSCPs:MSCs) to demonstrate that HSC differentiation patterns can be manipulated by combinations of initial hydrogel properties, MSC mediated remodeling, and the balance of autocrine feedback versus MSC-generated paracrine signals.
Gelatin was chosen as the base material of our system given its inherent ability for cell interaction. It possesses cleavage sites for matrix metalloproteinases produced by MSCs and RGD adhesion sites [45] . Methacrylamide-functionalization and subsequent crosslinking of GelMA eliminates the problem of gelatin instability at elevated temperatures. The mechanical
properties of the GelMA hydrogels encompassed the range of moduli observed in the native bone marrow niche (Fig. 2) . In terms of biotransport the Low and Med versus High hydrogels displayed two subsets of diffusion and mesh size. Notably, based on previous result from Mahadik et al. [29] the poor diffusivity of the High hydrogel suggests an autocrine-dominated regime for HSC culture characterized by a small radius of cell-secreted chemical diffusion [92] .
Similarly, the significantly increased diffusivity of the Low and Med hydrogels suggests a regime for HSC culture characterized by a large radius of cell-secreted chemical diffusion to reduce the effects of autocrine feedback and enhance MSC-generated paracrine signaling.
We observed HSC maintenance was strongly influenced by initial hydrogel poroelastic properties, the presence of MSCs, and MSC-associated remodeling processes. When cultured on their own, HSC maintenance was greatest in high diffusion, low stiffness hydrogels (Low) ( Fig. 5) . To explore the influence of paracrine signals from niche-associated MSCs, we subsequently examined HSC lineage specification patterns in the same set of Low, Med, and
High hydrogels as a result of co-culture with MSCs at either 1x10 5 or 1x10 6 MSCs/mL (1:1, 1:10
HSCPs:MSCs). The addition of cells did not significantly alter the initial Young's modulus (Fig.   3) . The presence of MSCs yielded significant, dynamic matrix remodeling as seen via downregulated matrix deposition related genes (Col1(α1), TIMP-1, TIMP-2, TIMP-3) and upregulated matrix degradation genes (MMP-2, MMP-9) ( Fig. 4) only increased paracrine signals but also significantly greater remodeling, resulting in a loss in the ability to maintain early hematopoietic progenitors as compared to HSC-only cultures (Fig.   5 ). However, addition of an equivalent amount of MSCs (1:1 HSCPs:MSCs) leads to a very different shift in HSC population dynamics, with an overwhelming increase in HSC maintenance.
This increase aligns with literature, indicating the ability of MSCs to influence HSC equilibrium through secreted factors and direct cell-cell contact [31] . Notably, highest maintenance of HSCs in the 1:1 HSCPs:MSCs culture was observed in the High hydrogel variant that displayed minimal initial biotransport capabilities but also long-term signatures of MSC-mediated remodeling (MMP-9 expression). This suggests the importance of a balance between initial autocrine-dominated feedback followed by MSC paracrine signals for increasing HSC maintenance. These findings highlight the possibility for selectively employing more complex culture systems to engineer HSC lineage specification patterns.
Taken together, this work shows that for the maintenance of the HSC population, the presence of niche-associated MSCs is desirable, but oversaturation of MSC-HSC signaling can lead to significant early progenitor loss. Through tuning biomaterial parameters, a diffusion-limited GelMA matrix with 1x MSCs was found to maintain a higher percent of early hematopoietic progenitor cells. Remodeling of the matrix by MSCs occurs locally, and can increase the possibility of paracrine interactions with HSCs over time. Overall, this suggests that for maintenance of the HSC population ex vivo MSC-HSC interactions play a pivotal role in concentration dependent signaling pathways with dynamic shifts in autocrine and paracrine signaling.
Conclusions
Bone marrow niches contain a complex milieu of external signals that play a significant role in to mediating the activity of HSCs in vivo. The development of a synthetic niche analog for HSC culture can take advantage of poroelastic properties to mediate the balance of autocrine and paracrine signaling mechanisms. Here, we explored the use of MSC-secreted paracrine signaling as well as MSC-mediated matrix remodeling as a means to increase HSC 
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